
Times Square Beams with Charles Carroll
Lee's Cosmic Adventure Andromeda

Andromeda on Times Square, New York

Discover the wonders of Andromeda as

Charles Carroll Lee's sci-fi epic lights up

Times Square. 

TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK, US, May 9,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In a literary

tour de force that captivates the

imagination, Charles Carroll Lee's latest

science fiction masterpiece,

Andromeda, was showcased on Times

Square. This visual celebration marks

the book as a significant contribution

to the genre, drawing the attention of

thousands in one of the world's most electrifying venues.

Set on the backdrop of the Earthly Crabtree Falls hiking trail, Andromeda catapults the reader

Times Square has always

symbolized the convergence

of art, creativity, and global

influence, and to have my

work highlighted here is a

dream come true.”

Charles Carroll Lee

into an enthralling narrative. David Grant, an everyday

man, encounters a mysterious portal that transports him

to the advanced civilization of Andromeda—a planet where

technological and scientific achievements far exceed those

of Earth.

As the cosmic tale unfolds, David and the allies of

Andromeda prepare for a monumental battle that

stretches across the galaxy. Amidst the chaos, David faces

a poignant choice: remain in the serenity of Andromeda or

return to Earth to the warm memories and familiar bonds of family and friends.

Charles Carroll Lee expressed his excitement about the Times Square feature: "It's an incredible

honor to see Andromeda showcased at such an iconic landmark. Times Square has always

symbolized the convergence of art, creativity, and global influence, and to have my work

highlighted here is a dream come true. I hope this display encourages more readers to embark

on the thrilling journey within Andromeda." 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://charlescarrolllee.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Andromeda-science-Charles-Carroll-Lee/dp/B0CJL9W2YV


Charles Carroll Lee

Andromea, a sci-fi novel by Charles Carroll

Lee

The novel's appearance in Times Square marks a

significant milestone in Charles Carroll Lee’s

literary journey. Known for his vivid storytelling

and imaginative worlds, Lee has captured the

hearts of readers worldwide. His novel Andromeda

intricately weaves together elements of science

fiction and human drama, creating a richly layered

universe that challenges readers to question the

boundaries of reality.

“Andromeda” guarantees readers a pulse-

pounding adventure with every page, weaving an

intricate tale of suspense, emotion, and cosmic

wonder. Charles Carroll Lee, renowned for his

masterful storytelling, crafts a narrative that

navigates the complexities of duty, sacrifice, and

the unwavering power of love.

The book is now available on Amazon. For more

information about Charles Carroll Lee and his

works, please visit https://charlescarrolllee.com/.

About Charles Carroll Lee

Charles Carroll Lee hails from Petersburg, Virginia.

A graduate of Virginia Union University and

Radford University, Lee has written six fiction

novels, including “Andromeda”. Known for his

distinctive storytelling that combines cosmic

marvels with the intricacies of the human

experience, he currently serves as the Employee

Wellness and Engagement Manager for a local

government agency. Andromeda stands as a

testament to Lee's literary prowess, captivating

audiences with its spellbinding narrative and

thought-provoking themes.
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